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Products and services overview 

To deliver complete IoT solutions we designed both 
hardware and software, which we can finalise on a case by 
case basis with customisations, support and secure cloud 
services.


Software 

The core of our solution is IOTSite, a software platform for the Internet of 
Things, internally developed including the following features:


• Collecting, logging and displaying data from on-site devices

• Sending commands to the same devices on a secure channel with safety 

management and communication logging

• Monitoring on-site devices correct operation and related alerts

• Fully customizable mobile app, with single, multi-device interface 
• Ready made analytics and time series storage


IOTSite presents a set of standard features to enable customers in IoT 
solution deploy and management with zero or very coding, it depending on 
which tasks and devices will be managed.


IOTSite design follow these principles:


1. Device agnostic

2. Communication protocol agnostic


We can attach virtually any device to IOTSite by creating a driver layer which 
converts any communication protocol and data format to the IOTSite 
standards.


User benefits from our IOTSite standard features and five years of R&D with 
a flexible pricing model.


We offer both complete in cloud solutions with no IT and DEV-OP needs 
from the customer side and on-premise setup on customer machines.




A complete feature schema of IOTSite platform features illustrates we 
designed the platform with 80% of reusable feature and 20% of 
customisation.




With IOTSite standard features is possibile to build interfaces like the 
following examples in very few time with no coding.


 



In detail the IoTSite platform allows the management, reading and analysis of 
data coming from hardware modules.

The Industry 4.0 is the perfect applications for the IoTSite solution but even a 
green energy world is a good applications.


Artificial Intelligence


When requested we can add Artificial Intelligence to our IoT solutions.

We use a neural network to analyse data patterns and use it in two ways: to 
identify similar patterns, or to predict some system behaviour.

Our AI engine is based on a grid of machines where one master machine 
distributes the work of long calculations to more machine in a parallel way.

We use it, for example, in a stock management system, where predictions on 
sales is the key features to define the right reorder point and maximum stock 
levels for each item.


Reporting 

What if every week you can receive an automatic report about what’s 
happening to your connected machines ?

The power of our reporting system can be used to present you some 
strategic and tactical informations with an easy to read and portable format 
(PDF) you or your colleagues can use to decide about some important topic 
like: machine load and productivity, real energy consumption per 
manufactured piece, the right moment to plan a maintenance or why not: 
install a renewable energy plant to supply power for your production needs.

This is Industry 4.0, for real.


Hardware


Our Rotilio™ product line exposes Rotilio PRO, Rotilio Maker, Rotilio Power 
Meter, Rotilio Relay Array.


Common features of all our hardware products are:


• Out of the box solution

• Based on industrial technology

• Tested in harsh environments, radio frequency interference, low signal, 

outer environments in mountain regions

• Secure communication protocols

• Monitoring of data transmission costs


All devices are configurable with Wi-Fi or cellular communication. Because 
we developed a flexible communication protocol which does not need to 



start every time from scratch, we are fast and able to support many 
installations kinds.

We are working on LORA too, to connect low traffic devices on long distance 
up to 16 Km, with a battery life up to 5 years.


Every device can be updated with new firmware features with Over-the-air 
updates keeping the setup up-to-date with project evolutions.



Rotilio PRO 

Connect machines, systems and any kind of sensor to the 
Internet, both for data collection and remote controlling.


The different communication ports and the sensors are 
connected to the outside world in real time through wi-fi 
and cellular connections. 


Rotilio PRO can be completed with sensors and actuators 
as needed, attaching to its I2C, RS485, TTL, and GPIO 
interfaces.


Rotilio Maker 

We created this product as an answer to 
developers wanting to create their own IoT 
projects and looking for an exhaustive platform. 


Rotilio Maker gives you the tools to explore the 
possibilities , and also to actually build 
prototypes which may become real products 
for the real market.


Rotilio Maker is a powerful and easy to use 
certificated CE development platform, which includes open 
source hardware and software, and is Arduino compatible.


Developers can start experimenting without the need to know about how 
sensors, relays and firmware work right away. They just need to look at 
simple javascript code examples available on GitHub.




Rotilio Relays Array 

You need a switch to turn anything on. 


This EC certified device includes eight remotely 
controllable switches, up to 1,200 meters, by 
connecting up to 15 of such devices to a single 
Rotilio Pro or Rotilio Maker we can command 120 
utilities with loads up to 15A,  depending on the 
supply voltage.

DIN Rail mount clips available on request.

Detachable cable terminals for secure and faster 
setup and maintenance operations.



Rotilio Power Meter 

Accurately, real-time, measure 
energy production and 
consumption. Useful in such 
situations where it’s important to 
know how the energy is used and 
generated.

The right moment to switch on or 
off an utility, a machine, can make 
the difference in you power costs 
or optimisation.

Knowing how the energy is used can be a first step toward clean energy 
conversion of factories, houses, offices.


Services 

Hardware and software are not enough to realise complete working 
solutions, so we complete our offer with three kind of services: know-how 
transfer, customisation and support, cloud solutions.


Know-how transfer 

In the case customers need to have people trained to use, customize, 
manage our solutions, we can organise training sessions about the following 
topics:

• IOTSite setup and management (devices, users, alerts, transformations, 

templates for interfaces)

• IOTSite customisation logics (javascript knowledge required)




• Firmware customisation (c++ kwnoledge required)

• Hardware customisation (electronic circuit design knowledge required)


Customisation and support 

We can customise every piece of IOTSite platform, device firmware, device 
hardware as we are the designer of every part of our IoT Solution.

Using our experts can be a way to realise your project in an effective way 
both from the timing and costs side.


Our team presents senior business analysts, project managers, senior and 
junior developers.

We can build the right team for customer projects using the right balance of 
resources.


After the solution is delivered and 
working in the field we will always 
keep an eye on it to be sure 
everything is working as it should. 


Our tactical control panel you can see 
here is always on in the developers 
room, so they can operate to solve 
any kind of issue and monitoring the 
overall system performance.

  
From this control panel we monitor: system performance, device alerts, 
distributed backups. Cloud server backups are downloaded every day on 
encrypted hard disks located in our offices, to be sure we can guarantee our 
customers with very fast disaster recovery.


Cloud solutions 

We can setup your IOTSite solution on cloud servers using the top ISP with 
convenient cost.


We prepare virtual machines with specific configuration for database service, 
application service, load balancing service, media storage so we can scale 
the service configuration adding or removing virtual machine according to 
the performance needs for each project.




Customers can in this way forgot about any IT or DEV-OPS management, 
focusing on his core business.


IOTSite can be replicated in more than one installation allowing customer to 
have e replica of each data, event happened in the field, historical recordings 
in timeseries, directly in servers installed on-premise while leaving the load of 
users and devices managed from the cloud, optimising storage costs versus 
performance.


With one monthly fee customers obtain data transmission, device fleet and 
user management plus storage, software licences, backup and OTA service 
included.


Monthly fee can be calculated on per-device basis or per-server basis, letting 
the user start with few device, low cost operations.


Monthly fee can vary by the number of connected devices and the 
connection type (a mix of wifi and cellular is permitted).


Our Customer 

Our ideal customer is a company with the need to create internet of things 
solutions for internal use but also for external customers, which finds 
interesting the speed of activation of the platform with pre-selected devices 
and that has a team able to absorb the know-how transmitted by us.


The physical interlocutor is a manager with technologically oriented 
decision-making power who recognizes the value of a ready-made solution 
rather than starting from scratch and investing internal resources resources 
to reach a higher value of the solution.


One of our biggest customers is Duferco Energia, which deals with light and 
gas, energy efficiency and e-mobility


Support 

We provide support via e-mail, telephone, conference call or website.

We also have commercial and technical material that the customer can 
consult:


- IoTSite flyer in Italian and English

- Website page in Italian and English

- White paper in Italian and English




Logistic 

In case the solution also foresees the sending of hardware material the 
shipments will take place in the times:


- Italy/Europe:  1 or 2 days

- World: 4 or 5 days


Technical skill necessary to propose the product 

Our product is a useful tool for the efficient management of a smart industry, 
knowing the physical data from the machines and the environment it is 
possible to modulate the work in the best way, avoiding waste.


The technical skill to propose the product are:


- skills on the sources that will be measured as energy and industrial 
processes


Contacts 

For any enquiry you can contact us.


Techmakers srl

Headquarter: Via Palestro n. 45ar, 16122 Genova, Italy 
Registered office: Via Carlo D’Adda 9/A, 20143 Milano, Italy 
Tel: +39 010 8315289

E-mail: info@techmakers.io

Website: http://techmakers.io

VATID: IT 08874730966 
Register #: REA CCIAA Milano n. 2054539 
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